FUSION PAYPLUS

Wells Fargo Real-time F/X
for Fast, Efficient F/X Transactions
Integrates seamlessly with Fusion PAYplus to provide
real-time foreign payments initiation with an easy-to-use
interface, in a safe and secure environment.

“

Financial institutions
will also benefit from an
increase in straight-through
processing for incoming and
outgoing payments.

”

With Wells Fargo’s F/X interface, financial
institutions can process foreign exchange
(F/X) rate requests, transactions and
settlements without the need for a SWIFT
connection. With real-time F/X, financial
institutions are able to expand payment
service offerings; create new revenue
streams via automated spreads; gain
competitive advantage by offering realtime F/X rates to customers; and realize
operational efficiencies by standardizing
workflows and centralizing all foreign
exchange transactions into a single
solution. Financial institutions will also
benefit from an increase in straightthrough processing for incoming and
outgoing payments.

The real-time F/X interface eliminates
the need to maintain accounts in multiple
currencies and reduces the number of
correspondent banking relationships to
a single, trusted financial institution—
Wells Fargo—for real-time international
trading. Having real-time F/X also reduces
transactions costs and minimizes marketrate risk often associated with F/X
transactions, without the need to build and
maintain an F/X trading infrastructure.
What’s more, the Wells Fargo interface
provides more control of the transaction
process, the revenue stream and margins,
by providing default and preferred
customer spreads that can easily be
applied to generate new revenue without
complex and timely setups. The interface
utilizes all Fusion PAYplus workflows
from approvals, to insufficient funds, to
OFAC and fraud screening, and all Fusion
PAYplus’ standard reports are available for
research and investigation of transactions.
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Factsheet 1

The Interface Eliminates the Need to Maintain
Accounts in Multiple Currencies and Reduces the
Number of Correspondent Banking Relationships
Features

•• Operational efficiencies are realized by
standardizing workflows and centralizing
transactions into a single solution.
•• With a centralized solution, status of
the payment is available throughout the
entire lifecycle.
•• Minimizes market-rate risk with
real-time rates.
•• Provides customer and default spreads.
•• Uses all Fusion PAYplus workflows from
approvals, to insufficient funds, to OFAC
and fraud screening.
•• All Fusion PAYplus standard reports
are available for easy research
and investigation.

Business Benefits

•• Improves customer service by offering
real-time F/X services and better rates.
•• Creates new revenue streams via
automated spreads and improves
transaction margins.
•• Increases STP for incoming and
outgoing payments.
•• Eliminates manual processes and errors.
•• Reduces transaction costs.
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